Mothers in Jane Austen’s Novels
Discussion Guide: January 12, 2019

Background:
- Regency Era norms and expectations for mothers
- Jane’s experiences and observations

High Level Observations across the novels:
- None of the living mothers of the heroines seem to be adequate.
  - Peripheral “good” mothers: Mrs. Harville, Mrs. Gardiner
- The substitute mothers are little better, and the better ones are flawed.
  - Exceptions: Mrs. Gardiner and Mrs. Croft
- Heroines are isolated from their mothers (and fathers), and somehow establish their values and character on their own.
  - Most of the novels take place when daughters are of age to leave their parents; *Mansfield Park* begins with heroine as child and ends with her as a young woman.
  - All heroines choose marriage and to be future mothers

Discussion Questions:
- How do mothers in the novels contribute to the plots?
- From how Jane wrote about mothers in the novels, what does Jane want us to know? What is she communicating? What makes an ideal mother? Is she providing a social commentary?
- If integrity was lacking in the 3 Ward sisters in *Mansfield Park*, how does Fanny have integrity?
- How did Mrs. Morland’s motherhood influence Catherine positively or negatively?
- Why were Jane and Elizabeth so different that their younger 3 siblings since they had the same parents?
- With all of the different types of mothers and substitute mothers in *Sense and Sensibility*, what were the key messages on motherhood from Jane?
- Emma seemed to have raised herself and somehow learned to manage an estate (we assume). She did not like to read, we suspect she did not learn much from Anna Weston. How did she learn? Who provided her education and moral education?
- What is Jane communicating about the different mothering styles of Mrs. Harville, Mrs. Musgrove, and Mary Musgrove?
- All heroines choose marriage and, by extension, motherhood. What kind of mothers will they become?
- What can we infer about Jane Austen’s experiences, observations from what she has written - or not written - about mothers?
- Are Jane’s observations on mothers and motherhood relevant today?
- Any other thoughts or observations to share?
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